




Animals suffering from plastic trash





How do plastics get into our oceans?
1) Rain/winds

2) Littering

3) Drains



● The main thing we need to do is to 
SEGREGATE our trash.

How do we keep trash out of our oceans?

● SEGREGATION is an important step in 
waste management.





Educate Other People About
Our Global Garbage Crisis.

● Teach them at home

● Teach them at school

● Be a good example



Solutions for Our Global Garbage Crisis 

and Restoration of Humanity. 



About the good news - #planetcleanup
Now a days, we get a lot of bad news on TV, the news, and social 
media such as war, school shootings, crimes, extreme poverty, garbage crisis 

and the list goes on.. Its sad.

But at the end of the day, it really depends where you l     k. This is the 

main reason The Good News was born, to help increase awareness 
that there still are good people and good news out there, we just 

need to share more, care more and love more.

One love for Our Planet, Our Home.



Planetcleanup symbols
=   Love

=   Earth

=   100%



Our Mission
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#PlanetCleanup
TGN Events



#planetcleanup
● Create more awareness

● Social Gathering

● Give back to the community

● Free food and drinks for volunteers

#planetcleanuphumanity
● share, care and love more.

● TGN seminars / orientations 

● Educational workshops

● Feeding and charity programs





Justine, 6-yr old boy from 
South Cotabato, Philippines

TGN Team reward him a shirt 
for his awesome good deed.

#planetcleanuphumanity



He goes trending on FB 
after he receives the shirt.
The local government 
youth group pay him a 
visit to take some 
pictures.

Justine, with the help of his mom, organizes 
a PlanetCleanup in his community.

#planetcleanuphumanity



Let us

Restore

Humanity

Together 



2023 Year ender - Sponsored Charity Event



TGN Certificate
Awarding and school 
supplies give aways



How  we  spread  #TheGoodNews

FACEBOOK           

and INSTAGRAM

Use HASHTAGS to categorize the 

different activities and 

locations.

Try #planetcleanup

YOUTUBE

-Official videos and 
some shorts.



PlanetCleanup 
Philippines



#planetcleanupphilippines Teams



Before   &   AFTER



KKK Purpose

Kalikasan

Kabataan

Kinabukasan

KKK Culture

Kalinisan

Kainan

Kwentuhan





How can you be part of 
TGN #PlanetCleanup

#4 BUY PlanetCleanup merch#2 Be a sponsor and donate

#3 Be a Leader or volunteer

#1 Click a LIKE, SHARE, or 

leave a COMMENT.

Planet
Cleanup
Pay it 
Forward

Planet
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Planet
Cleanup
Humanity



#planetcleanup



Be the

CHANGE,

To See the 

CHANGE
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